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Double Greeting Wonton House
"No-frills Chinese Eatery"

by Public Domain

Try out some delicious Chinese food at the Double Greeting Wonton
House known for its gargantuan servings that favor the wallet. Featuring a
regular fare of classics, quickly glimpse through the Today's Specials for a
pleasant surprise. Withstanding the test of time, this no-frills, cash-only
eatery is proclaimed by many as one of the best Chinese restaurants in
town. A must visit when in Downtown.

+1 780 424 2486

10212 96 Street Northwest, Edmonton AB

Sai Woo Garden
"Affordable Treat for All"

by Public Domain

Quick service, delicious food and affordable prices, hitting all three marks
is the Sai Woo Garden, Downtown's favorite place for some authentic
Chinese food. Offering an elaborate fare of classic Chinese preparations,
enormous portions of food served here are sure to hit the spot. Among the
highly recommended items are deep fried calamari, peaches and shrimp
and Szechuan chicken. Open for dine-in, delivery and take-away, this
unassuming restaurant is as convenient as it gets.

+1 780 425 9994

10571 97 Street Northwest, Edmonton AB

Golden Rice Bowl
"South Edmonton's Posh Chinese Fare"

by Public Domain

+1 780 435 3388

At Golden Rice Bowl, expect nothing but the best! Offering a unique fine
dining experience to the natives of Edmonton, this posh restaurant makes
its mark as one of the best Chinese restaurants in town. Featuring an
impressive menu of traditional classics, each dish that comes out of the
kitchen features only the best of sourced ingredients for authenticity. A
sophisticated ambiance complemented by great service, guarantees a
splendid experience worth remembering. The restaurant also has an
expansive event space that can accommodate up to 300 guests, perfect
for lavish celebrations.
goldenricebowl.ca/

info@goldenricebowl.ca

Shanghai 456
"The Best XLB in Town!"

by Public Domain

Don't be fooled by the unassuming exteriors of Shanghai 456 for what lies
within is sure to take you by surprise. Serving one of most authentic
Chinese specialties in the whole of Northwest Edmonton, this quaint
restaurant features among the top favorites for many. On offer here are a
regular fare of reasonably priced dishes catering to both vegetarians and
non-vegetarians. While xiao long ba is highly recommended here, every
dish on the menu is a worth a try!

5365 Gateway Boulevard
Northwest, Edmonton AB

+1 780 451 8333

14456 118 Avenue Northwest, Edmonton AB

Beijing Beijing
"Stuffed & Steamed!"

by Public Domain

+1 780 430 7720

Let authentic dim-sums win you over at Beijing Beijing, known for its great
service and even better food. Choose from an elaborate menu featuring
an array of Chinese preparations made with only the best of ingredients.
Along with a host of meat and seafood dishes, the restaurant also has a
healthy list of vegetarian specials for those with alternate palates.
Gourmet meal combos on offer provide an exciting choice of dishes at a
steal. Finally, cleanse your palate with some scrumptious desserts for a
wholesome experience. Open till late over the weekends and available for
take-out as well as delivery, Beijing Beijing seems perfect for those latenight hunger cravings.
beijingbeijing.ca/index.ph
p

beijingbeijingsouth@telus.
net

3803 Calgary Trail
Northwest, South Park
Village Shopping Centre, Unit
700, Edmonton AB
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